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listen to germany’s advice on nuclear power - eff
The permanent shutdown of the Indian Point 3 nuclear reactor on April 30 means that for the first time since
1962, no reactors are operating within 100 miles of New York City. Only one new U.S. plant

solar versus nuclear choosing energy
Years ago, opposing nuclear power was cool. A partial meltdown at Three Mile Island lit a nationwide fire in 1979,
when an estimated 200,000 anti-nuke protesters flocked to New York for a

indian point reactor shutdown ends nuclear era for nyc area
VALE of Glamorgan council is bidding to turn Aberthaw, near Barry, into the world’s first nuclear fusion power
plant.

the nuclear option
Solar panels and wind turbines can take more space than fossil fuel power – but they can double up with other
uses and bring big benefits

barry's aberthaw station transformed into the world’s first nuclear fusion power plant
Last week in the Minnesota Senate, Republican lawmakers made a move to lift the state's moratorium on nuclear
power, and one local legislator wondered if mining country wouldn't be the best place to

opinion: will renewable power take too much land? probably not
But even finding out which neutrino is the heaviest would be a huge leap in our understanding of both neutrinos
and the physics that govern our universe. A lot rides on the answer to this puzzle,

a nuclear power plant on minnesota's iron range? unpacking one senator's hypothetical
The roadmap approved by Chancellor Angela Merkel's Cabinet sets out a number of measures for achieving the
new target, including spending more to expa..

which neutrino is the heaviest?
Swell Energy Inc., an advanced energy and grid solutions provider, today announced new opportunities for
Southern California Edison (SCE) customers enrolling in its two clean energy virtual power

germany maps path to reaching 'net zero' emissions by 2045
What is the right answer on the climate solutions quiz, the great test of our time? Top-down directives for green
infrastructure? Not if we want to keep American jobs secure, energy reliable and

swell energy offers innovative battery deal to 8,000 customers in southern california
The recent guest commentary in The Daily Star by Dennis Higgins was based on several common misconceptions.
The first is calling nuclear power carbon free. It is not. Like anything

cmr can lead on climate
The improvement in energy demand in March and the reduced generation from hydro and renewables sources
have helped the thermal plant load factor (PLF)..

guest commentary: we will be safer without nuclear
The Green New Deal has attracted perhaps the greatest attention of any proposal for decades. It would
guarantee Medicare-for-All, Housing-for-All, student loan forgiveness and propose the largest

covid-19 second wave to disrupt india's power demand recovery: report
The increase in building permit applications across Linn County is increasing the likelihood the county will need
to use a third-party consultant to review permits for potential solar panel array

what would a deep green new deal look like?
The centerpiece of the White House climate plan is something called a Clean Electricity Standard (CES), which
the Biden administration wants to use to reach the goal of 80 percent carbon-free power by

linn county may use outside consultants for possible solar farm permit review
On May 22, former Hingham Selectman Laura Burns will challenge John Stoddard for the latter’s seat on the
Hingham Municipal Light Board. The two longtime town officials, Burns and Stoddard, are

is biden’s clean electricity standard…clean?
A fist in the air. Fukushima prefecture can be forgiven for using that symbol of protest after the nuclear disaster a
decade ago. In the case of renewable energy firm Aizu Electric Power, however, its

hingham municipal light board candidates answer questions on pressing issues
America stands at a strategic crossroads. We could enact the Biden administration’s climate change policies that
would shut down whole industries, provide pink slips to millions of American workers

after fukushima, a fundamental renewable energy shift in japan never happened. could global climate
concerns bring it today?
The old coal-fired power plant at Aberthaw is being put forward as a site for an experimental nuclear fusion plant
being developed in the UK

america deserves a pro-jobs climate plan
Q1 2021 Earnings CallMay 5, 2021, 11:00 a.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call
Participants Prepared Remarks: OperatorLadies and gentlemen, thank you for standing by. My name

there are plans to build a £2bn nuclear fusion plant near barry
THE ECONOMIC FREEDOM FIGHTERS URGES THE SOUTH AFRICAN GOVERNMENT TO STRONGLY
CONSIDER GERMANY'S ADVICE ON NUCLEAR ENERGY. The Economic Freedom Fighters urges the the South
African
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public service enterprise group inc (peg) q1 2021 earnings call transcript
On this Earth Day, we break away from the usual gloomy, doomy forecast and ask 24 experts from across the UI
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campus to give us something positive about the state

how germany’s greens moved from fringe to contenders
Reducing news to hard lines and side-taking leaves a lot of the story untold. Progress comes from challenging
what we hear and considering different views.

ask the experts: what's one reason you're at least mildly optimistic about earth’s future?
The world is on an unsustainable path. Over the 10 years to 2018, annual carbon emissions from energy use grew
by around 4 gigatonnes, roughly equivalent to the entire carbon emissions of Europe.

today’s premium stories
Russia revealed a decision to abandon the ISS on favor of a national space station. What was the reason behind
that, and how realistic is the plan?

the role of carbon prices in the energy transition
As technology improves, the vehicles are not only becoming more abundant but are also growing in size. Even one
of the most notorious gas guzzlers on the road, the Hummer, is getting a reboot as

ross, the new russian space station: when and why?
Yet in her new book, Under the Sky We Make, Nicholas says that if you really want to be a parent, you should go
ahead and have kids anyway. I was happy to read that, because I agree. I’m on the record

crazy sun-powered two-door car could eliminate need for refueling
Republicans will be picking their nominee for Virginia governor this week, and the GOP candidates generally
agree on one thing: They hate the state's new energy law and want to overturn it.

a climate scientist explains why it’s still okay to have kids
A penny stock refers to a small company's stock that typically trades for less than $5 per share. Although some
penny stocks trade

gop united in ire over energy law in va. governor's race
President Biden is looking a lot like the one-term Democrat every passing day, gas lines getting longer, crisis
rising, everywhere you look, chaos is expanding like one of Jen Psaki's binders and all

penny stocks – best penny stocks to buy on robinhood this week? 5 to watch now
The insane clown show

'the five' on biden's handling of colonial pipeline attack, border crisis
The best description we have of the nature of the particles that make up matter is described by quantum
mechanics.

may 5 letters to the editor
Q1 2021 Earnings Conference Call May 05, 2021 10:00 AM ET Company Participants Dan Eggers - Senior Vice
President of Corporate Finance Chris Crane

why quantum mechanics is important
Shell sees natural gas demand peak in 2034 in its new Sky 1.5 scenario, which is designed to keep temperature
increase limited to 1.5 degrees. From that point on, the role of gas will dwindle quickly,

exelon corporation (exc) ceo chris crane on q1 2021 results - earnings call transcript
The following remarks were made last week by U.S. Treasury Secretary Janet L. Yellen’s to the Institute of
International Finance. I first started working on climate change in the 1990s, advising

the future of natural gas in a low-carbon world: gecf and shell present divergent pathways [gas in
transition]
Physicists calculated that these mysterious particles will betray their location with heat. To prove it, they’ll need
the most powerful telescopes in the cosmos.

janet yellen on financing a sustainable future
After more than two years and 600 newsletters (really, today is my 600th edition of Massachusetts Playbook) this
is my last week. I’m moving over to POLITICO’s campaigns team to write our Morning

where’s the dark matter? look for suspiciously warm planets
So I came to this puzzle after some years trying to understand how a couple of really dysfunctional paradigms had
captured a mass audience and made it unnecessarily difficult to ensure that people

rollins still in running for u.s. attorney — big playbook news — opening day for budget debate
I HAVE been disappointed to see that, in the upcoming elections on May 6, there is only one female candidate
standing in North Yorkshire. We have now had two women prime ministers and currently have

how the narrative gets captured
Germany’s Green Party has come a long way from its origins as an environmental fringe group back in the 1980s.
The Greens participated in national governments led by Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder’s
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